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Solution and crystalization are better understood by the high school
student if attacked trom a quantitative angle. Holden and Singer (1960)
have outlined techniques tor growing several kinds ot crystals in fruit
jars, but these techniques are too time consuming for high school labora
tories. The technique below can be completed in two or three laboratory
periods of 50 minutes each.

A supersaturated solution is made by dissolving l00g of CuSO..15HaO
in 200 g of water. This is best done over a hot-water bath as direct
heating will result in loss of some accuracy due to water balled off. The
solution is then allowed to cool overnight in an area of fairly conatant
temperature. Due to the high degree of supersaturation, cry.tala form in
the bottom of the container and, If carefully filtered out and weJghed.
give a fairly accurate value for the solubility ot the salt at the final
temperature. By choosing several different growing climates; e.g., refl'1&'
erator, room temperature, incubator, and warming oven, a rough aolublUty
curve can be achieved by the entire class.

A more spectacular result can be achieved by resupersaturatlng the
saturated solution in the ratio ot Ig of CuSO..5H,O crystals to each 109 ot
saturated solution. This solution is more stable and may be filtered after
cooling without causing crystals to form. If a small clean seed crystal 18
suspended in this solution, a perfect crystal up to approXimately 215g in
mass is the result. Seed crystals may be found in the supply bottle but
are more perfect when grown by evaporation in a flat pan covered with a
non-llnting cloth. The seed crystal may be suspended in the solution with
a fine thread which is tied around it, then triple-threaded through a card
board undercover insert. To assure that the crystal 18 clean and hal no
tiny invisible seeds to cause an Imperfect final result, Jt may be dipped in
distilled water for a few minutes betore Immersion in the growing solution.
Once in the solution, the crystal's position 18 carefully adjUlted to the
center of the growing area by pulltng on the loose end of the thread.

SUMMARY

Tb18 experiment bas been successful In more than 80 per cent of the
cases attempted in the past three years. Crystals are usually good, and
student reports demonstrate understanding of principle. lnvolved. The
experiment is especially useful to teachel'll who prefer an euay-type
experiment report. However, the following precautions .bDuld be tol
lowed. Technical grade CuSO..5H,O 18 sat18tactory but better rMUlti
would probably come from higher purity. Above an. student. Ihould be
warned that the hot solution can cause serioua buI'IW.
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